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If the goal is “Conserving Southern Forest” the first
question we need to ask is :
Who owns the “Forest”?
 What are their goals and objectives?
 What are their financial and fiduciary responsibilities?
g our interests?
 How do we align
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Individuals and Families
Goals and Objectives: Land management objectives vary by individual. Landowner
must, at a minimum, cover fixed costs of land ownership. In most cases the individual
can make unilateral decisions about how their property will be managed
Financial/Fiduciary Obligations: Financial objectives are formulated and agreed
upon by the individual or family.
Family Trust
Goals and Objectives: The property must be managed for the benefit of the
beneficiaries, which might include future beneficiaries and subsequently named
beneficiaries.
Financial/Fiduciary Obligations: Obligations and decision making authority are
legally binding and generally defined in the trust agreement. Relevant parties include
the grantor, trustee, beneficiary, and probate court
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Private Corporation
Goals and Objectives: For profit corporations exist to generate a financial return to
the owners of the company. Management decisions are made by the owners of the
corporation.
Financial/Fiduciary Obligations: Financial objectives are formulated and agreed
upon by the owners of the corporation. A privately held company is a business
company owned either by a relatively small number of holders who do not trade the
stock publicly on the stock market.
Public Corporation
Goals and Objectives: Public corporations are responsible for maximizing returns to
shareholders
h h ld
ffrom th
the assets
t they
th own and
d manage. Management
M
t decsions
d
i
are
formulated by management and approved by a Board of Directors.
Financial/Fiduciary Obligations: A public company or publicly traded company is a
company that has permission to offer its registered securities (stock
(stock, bonds
bonds, etc
etc.)) for
sale to the general public, typically through a stock exchange. Publically traded
companies are regulated by the Securities and Exchanfge Commission.
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Timber Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)
A REIT may deduct the dividends they pay to shareholders from corporate taxable
income. Therefore, most REITs pay out most taxable income to shareholders, and
therefore owe no corporate tax. For this reason, REITs have been popular with
individual and institutional investors interested in relatively tax
tax-efficient
efficient income stocks.
stocks
In the end, shareholders pay taxes on dividends received and any capital gains
generated.

Goals and Objectives:
j
The existing
g timber REIT’s are p
public corporations
p
responsible for maximizing returns to shareholders from the assets they
own and manage. Management decsions are formulated by management
and approved by a Board of Directors.
Financial/Fiduciary Obligations: A public company or publicly traded
company is a company that has permission to offer its registered securities
(stock, bonds, etc.) for sale to the general public, typically through a stock
exchange. Publically traded companies are regulated by the Securities and
E chanfge Commission
Exchanfge
Commission.
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Timber Management Investment Organizations (TIMO)
A management group that aids institutional investors in managing their timberland
investments. A TIMO acts as a broker for institutional clients. The primary
responsibility of TIMOs are to find, analyze and acquire investment properties that
would best suit their clients. Once an investment property is chosen, the TIMO is
given the responsibility of actively managing the timberland to achieve adequate
returns for the investors.

Goals and Objectives: A TIMO has the responsibility of actively managing
timberland to achieve adequate returns for the investors.
Financial/Fiduciary
Fi
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TIMO’ are regulated
TIMO’s
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and Exchange Commission.
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Challenges that Landowners Face
Cost of Owning Land
 Cost of Capital- Land, Buildings, Equipment
 Management Cost- Forestry Practices, Property and Equipment Maintenance
 County,
C
S
State and Federall T
Taxes
 Regulation- Lost Opportunity Cost, Increased Operating Cost, Loss of Markets for
Goods and Services
Risk
Ri
k
 Long term nature of the forestry investment (20 + yrs to realize return on investment)
 Natural disaster: Fire, Weather, Insects and disease
 Liability: Trespass, Lack of Insurance Against Loss
 Changing Regulatory Environment
 Elimination/Absence of Markets for Goods and Services
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Understand who you are dealing with, ask questions, listen:


What are your goals and Objectives?



Wh t are your fifinancial
What
i l and
d fiduciary
fid i
responsibilities?
ibiliti ?

Look for Opportunities to:


Mediate cost and augment returns



Support a healthy business environment for goods and services



Support a balanced regulatory structure that is not burdensome to forest landowners



Educate the public about the value and cost saving associated ecosystem services
and green infrastructure
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